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Abstract. This paper presented the effect of using multiple sources of photovoltaic (PV) cells and 
battery on the input dc link channel of voltage source converter (VSC) for distribution STATCOM 
(DSTATCOM). The first high coordinated design is applied on the input of three-leg VSC for 
DSTATCOM to provide a continuous voltage over the time without delaying or interruption in the 
power through the control circuit and Dc to Dc circuit for boost of photovoltaic cell and buck-boost 
of battery. When there is a large of sun radiation, the generating power of PV is supplied to the 
three-leg VSC of DSTATCOM for power demand compensation and the surplus power is saved at 
the battery. In the condition of night or cloudy days the battery is discharged to maintain the 
sustainability of the VSC DSTATCOM. In addition, the design is used a Star / Delta transformer to 
isolate three-leg VSC for DSTATCOM to provide a circular path for zero sequence fundamental 
and then reducing harmonics the neutral current. The purpose of using DSTATCOM is to reduce 
the harmonics of current  source, compensate the reactive currents and compensate the ground 
currents in the point of common coupled (PCC). The type of algorithm that used to coordinate the 
compensation process of DSTATCOM is a synchronous reference frame (SRF).  

1. Introduction.  

In the last years, many researchers have concentrated on the renewable energy sources based on the power 
quality improvement within the power distribution systems in order to widespread the use of non-linear 
electronic load [1, 2]. There are many types of micro grids whose comprise photovoltaic cell, fuel cell and 
wind power [3-5]. Fuel cells and photovoltaic cells are considered the source of low voltages where it is 
used for providing the sufficient DC voltage input for an inverter as a booster of an alternating voltage 
source [6]. Solar panel design involves a group of photovoltaic cells that is connected in the series and 
parallel to provide the rated voltage and current. Since the voltage of solar panel is not constant due to 
variation in both of radiation and temperature or any of them, therefore it is important to regulate it 
continuously. The Dc to Dc boost converter can be used to feed the three-leg of VSC with the necessary 
fixed voltage [7]. Three-leg of VSC are equipped with two sources except the grid source. The controller 
with high level for the coordination purposes is used so that the priority of the supply from the panel cells. 
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When there is a shortage in the power of the solar cells, the compensated power is provided from the 
battery. In case, the power production for the solar cells is exceeded the system power demand so the 
exceed power will be invested in the battery charging. The charge and discharge executed through the 
second DC converter known as a Dc to DC buck-boost converter and this kind of processing is called 
(Hybrid) type [8-9]. Increasing the radiation levels of solar cells during the sunny day that provided the 
necessary power for inverter at same time the power higher than the production is stored in the battery that 
is used in the night or cloudy times. The compensation of non-linear loads with external DC sources gives 
the better results than whether DSTATCOM compensation alone through DC link charging from the grid 
via the VSC converter [10]. The combination of controllers that are used in the distribution power system 
known as custom power devices (CPDs) and it extended to provide the solution of power quality 
problems. The CPDs include the distribution static compensator (DSTATCOM), dynamic voltage restorer 
(DVR) and unified power quality conditioner (UPQC) that used for compensating of power. The DVR is 
proposed for voltage balancing and compensating for voltage harmonic distortions while the UPQC is 
applied for compensating the load current harmonic, reactive power compensation, power factor 
correction (UPF) and correcting of non-load current. Some of the industrial and commercial loads contain 
non-linear property for examples the computer loads, modern welding machines, lighting ballasts and load 
switch method based power supply etc. The technique of synchronous reference frame theory is suitable 
for DSTATCOM for compensation and correction [11-12]. Distribution systems of three phases with four 
wires face many problems of power quality due to non-linear harmonic loads, unbalance in the neutral 
load, etc [12].  In this paper, the optimization algorithms do not used for Maximum Power Point Tracking 
(MPPT) just by controlling the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) to boost of PV power. The current of 
neutral line is not equal to zero due to inequality of the loading on the feeders let the three wires 
unbalanced and that lead to random tripping of protective relays, increasing of losses, overloading the 
equipment of distribution system and the sensitive loads in the system will be affected and may damage or 
not operated well [13-17]. SVC and STATCOM are considered as solutions to the power quality problems 
[18].  In this paper, we have presented the simultaneous coordinated design between a two types of 
multiple power sources (Solar cell and Battery ) for DC link channel of the DSTATCOM device in order 
to obtain the design that provided the most effective performance with faster response to reduce from the 
above drawbacks [19]. The Isolated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) type is used for transistor switching 
in the VSC to give the fast response for inverter at dc capacitor link for DSTATCOM to obtain the 
required compensation [20]. In addition, the paper presents the advantage of using Star-Delta transformer 
for providing a circular path within the Delta coils to reduce the neutral currents [21]. 
 
2. Methodology   

2.1     Design of DSTATCOM with star/delta transformer                                                                                                          
The supply power from the circuit of multi-sources (photovoltaic and battery) boost and buck boost 
converter respectively is fed to the VSC inverter for DSTATCOM with star/delta transformer which is 
connected to the grid and the non-linear load at Point of Common Coupling (PCC) as shown in Figure 1 
[22]. To calculate the value of V�� link of capacitor as follows.  
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed renewable multi sources (PV and battery) for the 
DSTATCOM DC link channel based on leg VSC with star/delta the transforms. 

     ���� = �√� 
��√� ∗�                                                                                         (1) 

The value of capacitor voltage (����) in the VSC is calculated by instant power that fed to the 

DSTATCOM as the following equation (1) [23]: 

                          

  �� ���[(����� ) − (����� )]  =  3�(��)�                                                         (2) 

Also can calculate the value of capacitor from equation (2)[24]. and the value of phase voltage as equation 

(3):          

 ��� =  
��√�                                                                                                    (3) 

where:  � is the modulation index and equal to 1, (����) is the reference value of dc link voltage equal to  (680) volt, (����) is the minimum actual voltage for a DC link of DSTATCOM equal to (677.667) volt, (���) is the grid line to line voltage and equal to (415) volt, (���)  is the capacitor of DC link channel and 
equal to (3000) ��, (��) is the over load factor and equal to (1.2), (�) is the phase current of source and 

equal to (58.13)A, (�) is the phase voltage of source and equal to (240) volt, ����� is the grid phase 

voltage and � is the recovery time of  DC link voltage equal to (350) ��. 
 
Figure 2 A and B shows the star/delta connection and phasor diagram for transformer respectively. The 
primary windings are designed to produce 240 V and line voltages 415 V while the voltage in the 
secondary windings is set to 240 V. The currents of the transformer depend on the amount of circulation in 
the delta side of transformer. Another advantage of delta transformer to remove the effect of zero 
sequence component for current that circulate through it. The ripple filter is used in the circuit to eliminate 
the ripple voltage that is generated by the VSC switches in the PCC [25]. 
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Figure 2. (A) Star/delta connection of transformer windings. (B) Phasor diagram for voltage. 

2.2     Modeling of photovoltaic array    
The photovoltaic PV consists of several panels (modules) connected in parallel and series method to give 
the suitable current and voltage for design. The I-V characteristics are listed in Table 1. The PV effect of 
semiconductor material according to the theory and notion of photovoltaic cell. Figure 3 shows the 
equivalent circuit of photovoltaic cell. As it known, the generation energy from the solar cell is variable 
due to the change in the temperature and sun radiation so it must be taken into consideration during the 
design process to obtain an accurate model. Figure 4 shows the map of solar radiation and temperature 
variation in a June day at Baghdad city. The amount of solar radiation is variable throughout the year, 
where it is found that the average value of the solar radiation in Iraq (6��/��/!"#)  as shown in Figure 
5 [26].  

 

 
                                                Figure 3. Equivalent of electrical circuit of photovoltaic cell. 
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Figure 4. Map of solar radiation and temperature for cell at a June day in the Baghdad city. 

 
 

Figure 5.  Average solar radiation in the Iraq. 
 

Table 1. Applicable solar panel model information at 1000 W/m� and temperature of 25℃. 

Parameters Sanyo HIT-240HDE4 

Maximum power rated (%&%') 240 W 

Open circuit voltage(*+,) 43.5 V 

Short circuit current (-9:) 7.37 A 

Rated Voltage (*) 35.5 V 

Rated Current (-) 6.77 A 

Temperature coefficient of short circuit   2.21 mA/℃ 

Temperature coefficient of open circuit        - 0.109V/℃  

Cells per module (Ncell)                                       60  
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The (I-V) charactrerstics of the solar panel that is used in the current work (Sanyo HIT-240HDE4) type 
which has been drawn by using Matlab-Simulink. Figure 6 shows the relation between constant solar 
radiation and variable temperature, while Figure 7 shows the same relation but the temperature is constant 
and solar radiation change according to the equations (4, 5) [21]. A photovoltaic cell of thin layer (HIT) 
type  has been used in the current study. This type of solar cell generated more energy compared to that 
obtained from crystal solar cell . The current of photovoltaic array mainly depend on two factors, first is 
the linearity of solar  radiation and second is the temperature of solar cells as give in equation (6). 

         � =  �;
  − �< >?@A B 
<� CDEFGH I − 1J − 
<�KEL                                            (4) ��M = � + OP�                                                                                         (5) 
The value of IRS,U can be calculated from the equation (7) that is represented the equivalent circuit of 
Figure 3 [27]. 

                   �;
 = ��;
,P + ��   ∆X� YYZ                                                                    (6) 

                    �;
,P = KEL  \ KEKEL  �P�                                                                              (7) 

where:  (�<) and (�;
)  are the diode saturation current and photo current respectively, (^�) is the number 
of cells that connected in series, (_) is the boltzmann constant equal to (1.3806503 ×  10`�� J/K), (X) is 
the diode temperature of p-n junction, (c) is the elctronic charge equal to (1.60217646× 10`�d℃), (OP�  ) 
repersents the shunt resistance of the equivalent circuit array (OP), is repersented the series resistance of 
equivalent circuit array, (") is the ideality factor and lies within the range 1≤ " ≤ 1.5 and choosed 1 in 

this study ��;
,P �  is the photo current condition of (STC, 25℃) and 1000 W/��, (��   ) is the short 

circuit current per temperature coeficients, (∆X) is the difference between the actual and normal 
temperatures in kelvin and (g, g�) are the radation of the device surface and normal radiation respectivly. 
 

 
Figure 6. The I-V characteristics of Sanyo HIT-240HDE4 type by Matlab Simulink at constant radiation 

1000 W/�� and varying temperature. 
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Figure 7. The I-V characteristics of Sanyo HIT-240HDE4 type by Matlab Simulink at constant 
temperature 25℃  and varying radiation. 

 
The work was divided into four situation: 

1. Power surplus of panels at day time (high production mode): in this case the out voltage from the 
photovoltaic cells  provides the necessary compensation for dc link of DSTATCOM also charges 
the battery  with overcharging voltage 170 volts. The charging  is done through the circuit of DC to 
DC boost converter for PV and then through the circuit of DC to DC buck converter for battery. 

2. Power production equals to the compensation only during day time (Power compensation mode):  
during this mode the amount of solar radiation is sufficient to generate the power that covered the 
system compensation only but not enough to battery charging. 

3. Fully compensation from battery during the night time (night mode): obviously at night time there 
is no solar radiation so the full power compensation is drawn from the battery via the boost circuit. 

4. Power compensation during the cloudy day (cloudy mode): sometimes the weather is cloudy and 
there is no solar radiation for this reason the power generation of panels is equal to zero. Therefore,  
the design takes into account the cloudy day and the power compensation from battery and grid for 
24 hours full day.  

2.3   Control circuit of DC bus voltage  
The control circuit of DC bus voltage includes the following: 

2.3.1   PV boost converter Step-up circuit is used for the proper supply for DC Link voltage of VSC 
according to the load that need to be compensated as shown in Figure 8. The technology that used for 
cutting  in the  IGBT gate is the  Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)  of 25 kHz and  the design voltage for 
converter  850 volts in the case of falling the solar radiation equal to 1000 W/�� will cover a boost 
circuit. The amount of voltage required for DC link equals 676 volt according to equation (1). The surplus 
of these voltages sent to the charging circuit (buck converter) that designed to charge the battery from the 
surplus produced of solar panels as follows in the special equations. This way keep the voltage of the DC 
link at a constant value for all the time and the paramerter of boost design is calculated in equation (8) 
according to references [28, 29].  

                

h 
ij = ��`k                                                                          (8) 

                                               l = GnGn`Go                                                                          (9) 
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where: (��) is the ��� out of boost converter, (�ij) is the voltage of photovoltage solar cells, (l) is the 
duty cycle of PWM and (X�, X�) is ON time and OFF time respectively, corsponding to PWM and 
calculated in equation (9) . 

2.3.2. buck-boost converter of battery. Battery model taken from the Matlab/Electric drive/Extra sources/ 
Battery library. All details and descriptions about the battery are taken from [30]. The process of 
producing the energy from solar panels is intermittent due to the climatic conditions as well as changing 
the load requirements. The lead acid battery (Deep Cycle) is the most common type of battery. The type of 
lead acid was chosen in this design to preserve the battery life and the control circuit has been designed so 
that the battery in the charging state is not exceeding 80% from the total charging and in the discharging 
state (SOC) is not less than 20 % according to reference [28].When the generation power of solar panels 
increases over the demand, the battery absorbs  the surplus power through the buck converter circuit. If the 
power amount of solar panel generation is insufficient to supply the DC-Link voltage, the circuit of buck-
boost converter will regain the power of the battery to support the load as shown in Figure 8. The charging 
and discharging of lead acid battery model are represented by the following equations [27]: 

                                 
              �pHq_�iP��Hstu = �P − Ov − � ww`i(q) (v(�) + �x) + ?@A (�)                                 (10) 

 

     �pHq_��Hstu = �P − O  v − >� wi(q)`y.�wJ vx − >� ww`i(q)J  v(�) + ?@A (�)                (11)          

 
                     v(�) = ∫ v !(�)                                                                                        (12) 

where: ��pHq_�iP��Hstu, �pHq_��Hstu"{! �P�  are the battery discharge voltage, battery charge voltage and 
battery constant voltage respectively (volt), � is the constant polarisation (V/Ah), | is the capacity of 
battery (Ah),  v(�) is the actual charge of battery (A/h) and calculate according to equation (12). v is the 
current of battery (A), vx is the filter current (A) and �x  is the filter time (h). 
 

 
Figure 8. The boost of PV and the buck-boost converter of battery. 

 
2.3.3   Coordination between PV and battery. The control among the power generation of PV panels, the 
amount of charge power for the battery, the output power of the VSC leg and the percentage of charge 
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(SOC%) available in the battery requires a high coordination [22]. Therefore, the control circuit is 
designed to take into account all these variables as shown in Figure 9. 
 

 
                                 Figure 9. Coordination  circuit between battery and PV. 

2.4    Control circuit of DSTATCOM. 
There are several types of control circuits that used to control the work of (DSTATCOM) : 

1. phase shift control [31]. 
2. decoupled current control [32]. 
3. Instantaneous reactive power theory (p-q theory)[23]. 
4.  Synchronous Reference Frame theory (SRF) [33]. 

 
The control circuit of DSTATCOM is designed based on four types because this type of circuit deals with 
the compensation currents and since the currents are affected directly by the nonlinear load. Therefore, it 
required to be treatment by the appropriate selection method for circuit type [23, 34, 35].The voltages of 
three phases are taken from (PCC) to be converted into (sin � and cos �) values by Phase Locked Loop 
(PLL) as well as the voltages of three phases for (PCC) are used to determine the amplitude value of these 
voltages and compared with the reference amplitude to give the error signal and corrected by the PI 
controller and also converts it to the values of a currents known vwH with fast response according to the 
training of this controller as shown in the equations (13) and (14).The Park and Clark transformation 
arrays play an important role in the process of conversion and finding the values of reference current for 
the control. The load current is measured by a sensor to find the actual current values �v�, vw� in the matrix 
as in equation (15). A DC voltage is also taken by a DC Link Voltage sensor and subtracted from the DC 
reference voltage to be obtained the differential signal that is processed and converted to a current (VSC 
switches losses) by a PI controller as in equation (16) and (17). Consequently, the actual current �vwH� add 
with � vwP� to produce the reference current �vw.su�� and the actual current (v��) add with loss current (v�.�<P)to produce the reference current �v�.su�� as shown in Figure 10. The dq-reference currents need an 
inverse transformation to obtain the abc-reference currents and then the resulted currents are compared 
with source currents that affected by harmonic loads in order to calculate the correct signals for gate 
switches (IGBT). 
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                                                    vwP(j) = vwP(j`�)\F����
��(�)`
��(��n)�\F��� ���(�)                                 (13) 

                                                                    vw.su��i��`i��                                                                          (14) 

                                           �v� vwv< � = ��v{ � �v{(� − o��� ) �v{(� + o��� )M�� � M��(� − o��� ) M��(� + o��� )�� �� ��
� �o∗����o∗����o∗����

�                                     (15) 

 
                                                     v�<P(j) = v�<P(j`�)\F���
�.��(�)`
�.��(��n)�\F��  ��.��(�)                           (16) 

                                                                 v�.su��i��`i��E                                                                             (17) 

 
Where: ��u(j)  is the error between reference �P.su� and sensed voltage of  grid, ��.�u(j) is the error 
between reference and sensed Dc bus voltage sampling of nth, ���w, �i�� are the gain of proportional and 
the gain of intgral for  PI controller of Dc bus voltage and ���ww, �i��� are the gain of proportional and 
the gain of intgral of the PI controller for PCC. 
 

 
                     Figure 10. Control circuit of DSTATCOM of three-leg voltage source inverter (VSC). 
 
3. Results and discussion 
The buck-boost converter of battery and the boost converter of PV are provided the three-leg VSC with 
star/delta transformer that connected through the primary side to the output of STATCOM. The simulation 
of system design is implemented in the MATLAB SIMULINK 2018a. The results and analysis have been 
compared with the paper [36]. The power system consists of single generator and supplies the power for a 
non-linear load. Figure 11 shows the voltage of source at non-linear load condition without DSTATCOM 
compensator. 
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Figure 11. Three phase voltage of source without DSTATCOM compensation. 
 
Figure 12 shows the source current of phase (A) before DSTATCOM compensation, when the load at time 
between 0.3 to 0.4 second is changed to supply from two phases of source (phase A cut-off wire).  From 
0.4 second to 0.7 second the source currents become zero (three-phase cut-off wire) and then the load is 
returning at 0.7 second as shown in Figure 13. 

Figure 12. Phase (A) of source current without DSTATCOM compensation. 
 

Figure 13. Three phase currents of source without DSTATCOM compensation. 
 
Figures 14 and 15 show the Phase (A) of source current and three phase source currents after 
DSTATCOM compensation  and remain sinusoidal.  

Figure 14. Phase (A) of source current with DSTATCOM compensation. 
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Figure 15. Three phase currents of source with DSTATCOM compensation. 
 

The neutral current after DSTATCOM compensation is shown in Figure 16. 

Figure 16. The neutral current of source with DSTATCOM compensation. 
 

Figure 17 shows the Dc link capacitor voltage. 

Figure 17. Dc link capacitor voltage. 
 

Figure 18 shows the percentage of Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) before phase compensation (A). 
Figure 19 shows the percentage of THD after phase compensation (A) with constant irradiation 1000� ��⁄  and constant temperature 25℃. Figure 20 shows the percentage of THD after phase 
compensation (A) from battery. Figure 21 shows the percentage of THD after phase compensation (A) 
with variable irradiation and variable temperature. Figure 22 shows the percentage of THD after phase 
compensation (A) for DSTATCON alone. 
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Figure 18. The percentage of THD before phase 
compensation (A). 

Figure 19. The percentage of THD after phase 
compensation (A) with constant irradiation 1000� ��⁄  and constant temperature 25℃. 

 

  

Figure 20. The percentage of THD after phase 
compensation (A) from battery. 

Figure 21. The percentage of THD after phase 
compensation (A) with variable irradiation and 

variable temperature. 
 

 
Figure 22. The percentage of THD after phase 

compensation (A) for DSTATCON alone 
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The comparison with previous work is listed in Table  2.  

Table 2. Comparison THD% for a three-phase current source using (Boost of PV and Buck boost of 
Battery) of three-leg VSC. 

 
Conditions 

THD% 

Phase (A) Phase (B) Phase (C) 

Without DSTATCOM compensation 28.09 28.09 28.09 

With DSTATCOM compensation  alone 2.26 2.26 2.30 

With DSTATCOM compensation for constant  
irradiation (1000W/m�) and  temp at (25℃ ) 
 

1.68 1.6 1.58 

With DSTATCOM compensation for just  battery 1.87 1.73 1.69 

With DSTATCOM compensation for variable  
irradiation and variable temperature  

1.9 1.85 1.78 

Without DSTATCOM compensation [36] 27.59 27.60 27.60 

With DSTATCOM compensation [36] 5.38 5.65 5.82 

The advantage of this design has more than one source of vdc for input currents to the three-leg VSC. 
During the day, solar panels feed the inverter and at night the battery operated to supply three-leg VSC.  It 
is noted in the simulation figures the time at 12:00 AM is taken as (0 second) where the battery supply the 
DC link voltage until (5:00 AM) that represented (0.25s) in the simulation.From the (6 AM)  the sun 
radiation start increasing, the, but the amount of power generation of PV is low. When the sun radiation is 
increased, the generation of PV starts from (6 AM)  until (6.5 PM). It is also noted the amount of charging 
DC current up to (220 ampere) and the rise of voltage from (40 volt) to (680 volt). Figure 23 shows the 
charge and discharge process of battery with (SOC%) curve that taken one hour or equivalent to ( 0.05s) 
from the simulation time. Figure 24 shows the condition of cloudy at daytime, in this case the 
compensation is based on the battery within 24 hour. 
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Figure 23. Variable irradiation and variable temperature with SOC% curve through the 24 hour /day. 
 

Figure 24. Cloudy day condition and the battery alone to supply the DC link voltage. 
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It is quite clear from these figures the percentage of THD after phase compensation (A) in the present 
work equals (1.68%) better than the literature work (5.38%) [36]. In addition,  the current of source has 
been reduced from (60 A) to (32 A) after compensated for the same load. When the compensation of 
DSTATCOM is alone, the supplying current equal (60A) while the current value will be reduced to (32A) 
with multi-source (PV and battery) compensation. This mean, the difference between currents (60A) and 
(32A) equal (28A) that supplied from renewable energy (PV and battery storage). 

4. Conclusion   
In this paper has been proposed two inputs of DC supply that provided with high-coordination technology 
for feeding the DSTATCOM in order to ensure the continuity of power throughout the day, night and 
cloudy conditions via boost of PV and buck-boost for battery. Also, in the Point of Common Coupling 
(PCC) between the system and DSTATCOM has been connected the star/delta transformer in order to 
reduce the high current of neutral resulting from unbalanced loads. Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) 
algorithm is used to control the DSTATCOM in order to provide the source for harmonics reduction, 
reactive power compensation, neutral current compensation and high coordination between the PV and 
battery converters of input three-leg VSC. The results shown the superior performance for the proposed 
coordination between two input sources of three-leg VSC in terms of better compensation for THD and 
current in comparison with . 
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